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Made in
the shade
Living Umbrellas
gaining wider market
success for customers
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — A University of Maryland faculty researcher
and entrepreneur with the College of
Agriculture & Natural Resources has
given the standard patio umbrella an
eco-friendly update and designed a living canopy that provides greater shade
and natural cooling with the aesthetics
of flowering vines for residential patios
and porches, outdoor dining, and urban spaces alike — and they are now
available for purchase at select Sam’s
Club stores.
Living Umbrellas, which produce
natural blooms and shade from spring
through fall, come with a smart, solar-powered irrigation system that
knows when to water the plants.
“All a user has to do is fill the water
tank once a week, and it’s good to go,”
said Dave Tilley, the Living Umbrellas
inventor and founder, who is a faculty
member in UMD’s Department of
Environmental Science & Technology.
The canopies also cool you more
effectively than a traditional fabric
umbrella because of plant evapotranspiration, a natural process where plants
and the soils around them release
water, which lowers the surrounding
temperature.
“When the plants use water, you
have a phase change,” said Tilley. “This
cools the micro-climate. You will feel 8
degrees F cooler sitting under a Living
Umbrellas versus a plastic umbrella.
Plus, you are helping the environment,
because it doesn’t use as much plastic
as a regular umbrella.”
A U.S. patent was recently approved
for the invention, and the Living Um-

Dave Tilley, professor in the University of Maryland’s Department of Environmental Science & Technology, found inspiration
for the Living Umbrella while in vacation in Las Vegas. The invention combines plants and patio umbrellas to provide greater
shade, cooling, and beautify spaces with the aesthetics of flowering vines.
Photo by Edwin Remsberg

brellas are gaining a growing customer
base from home owners and businesses
who love gardens and care about the
environment. The umbrellas help reduce carbon emissions and lessen the
impact of stormwater run-off, which

is particularly valuable in urban areas.
Now available at select stores in the
Washington, D.C. region, the umbrellas
are growing in popularity as a natural
and sustainable way to beat the heat.
In the summer of 2015, Tilley was

on vacation with his family in Las Vegas when he saw something that served
as the inspiration for his invention.
See SHADE
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Expansion continues with vineyards in Delmarva
Devoted to 191 acres in 8 Md. Eastern Shore
counties, 48 acres in two Delaware counties
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

While grape farming is not a large
part of the agricultural market in the
Delmarva counties in Delaware and
Maryland, vineyards are one of the
farm segments growing in the two
states.

The driving force is greater demand
by local wineries for locally-grown
grapes.
“Delaware has a small number of
established vineyards, predominantly
in Kent and Sussex County,” said
See ACRES
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Industry began to take root in Va. in late 1970s
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

The growth of wineries in Virginia continues to propel the growth of
grape farming in the Commonwealth.
Though modest in size as compared
to other segments of the agricultural
industry, grape farming has evolved
into an important part of the ag market
in Virginia.

With diverse geographical features,
Virginia farmers grow multiple varieties of grapes to fill the needs of the
local wineries.
“Though the attempts to produce
wine in Virginia can be traced back
to the first settlers, and even a few
founding fathers, it wasn’t until the late
See VIRGINIA
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AeroFarms to build 136,000-square foot indoor farm
DANVILLE, Va. — AeroFarms,
a certified B Corporation and leader
in indoor vertical farming, recently
announced the ground breaking of
its second commercial indoor vertical
farm in Danville.
Elected officials from Pittsylvania
County and the City of Danville, along
with Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam,
Virginia Secretary of Agriculture
Bettina Ring and other state and community leaders, will join AeroFarms
representatives for a groundbreaking
ceremony this morning to celebrate
the beginning of construction of the

136,000 square foot farm.
“We congratulate AeroFarms on
launching construction of its state-ofthe-art facility in Cane Creek Centre,”
said Northam. “The Commonwealth’s
history is rooted in agribusiness, and
the completion of the world’s largest
and most advanced indoor vertical farm
will enhance this booming industry.
We thank AeroFarms for choosing
Southern Virginia, and look forward
to supporting its success.”
When completed, the $42 million
project is expected to generate 92 fulltime jobs, the company said.

“Innovation and new technologies
have always been the driving forces
behind the success of Virginia’s largest
private sector industry, agriculture,”
said Secretary of Agriculture and Forestry Bettina Ring. “By choosing to
establish their largest production facility to date here in the Commonwealth,
AeroFarms is ensuring that Virginia
is a leader in indoor vertical farming.”
Coming online in the second quarter
of 2022, AeroFarms’ next-generation
Model 5 farm will be the largest and
most technologically advanced aeroponic indoor vertical farm in the world.

Strategically located in close proximity
to more than 1,000 food retailers in the
region, the Danville farm will provide
access to approximately 50 million
people located within a day’s drive.
The new farm will advance AeroFarms’ leadership in plant science
and technology and expand its leafy
greens business to the Mid-Atlantic
region with brick-and-mortar retail
and e-commerce partners, building
upon existing relationships that include
See INDOOR
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Robotic harvester plucks an apple every seven seconds
MELBOURNE, Australia — In
order to relieve some of the stressors
that are caused by the labor shortage
in the Australian fruit picking industry,
researchers have cooked up a creative
partial solution to this problem, developing a fruit-picking robot that can
harvest apples from orchards at high
speed.
Researchers at Australia’s Monash
University Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering have created a robot that uses a mix of cameras
and deep learning algorithms to scan
the trees of an orchard and detect the
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pieces of fruit — which requires it to
process information on their shape —
orientation and the location of the stembranch joint to minimize damage to the
produce and the surrounding foliage.
“The robot grasps apples with a
specially designed, pneumatically
powered, soft gripper with four independently actuated fingers and suction
system that grasps and extracts apples
efficiently, while minimizing damage
to the fruit and the tree itself,” said Dr.
Chao Chen, who led the research. “In
addition, the suction system draws the
apple from the canopy into the gripper,

Virginia ...
Continued from Front Page

1970s when the industry began to take
root,” according to a statement from the
Virginia Vineyards Association. Today,
the association indicated that there are
about 300 wineries in Virginia.
Local farmers provide the needed
grapes to keep the wineries in operation.
A total of 4,233 acres were planted
with grape vines (including bearing and non-bearing) throughout the
Commonwealth, according to the
association.
The harvest in 2019 included an
estimated 8,459 tons of grapes with
an approximate value of $18.6 million
(using an estimated pricing of $2,200
per ton).
The association indicated that 71
percent of wine sales were done through
wineries. Three percent through the
Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control
Authority, and 26 percent done through
distribution.
The USDA reported that grape acreage in the Commonwealth of Virginia
increased from 2,400 acres in 2007 to
4,200 acres in 2017.
The yields have varied during that
time period.
The highest yield during those
ten years was 2.97 tons of grapes per
bearing acre, while the lowest yield
was in 2.1 tons of grapes per bearing
acre in 2017.
The yield per acre was estimated to
have increased to 2.99 tons of grapes

reducing the need for the gripper to
reach into the canopy and potentially
damaging its surroundings.
“The gripper can extract more than
85 percent of all apples from the canopy
that were planned for harvesting.”
According to the university, the
robot is able to identify more than 90
percent of apples within the view of
its camera and a distance of around
four feet.
It says the machine can operate in
all lighting and weather conditions, and
requires less than 200 milliseconds to
process the image of an apple.

The researchers have been conducting field trials of their apple-harvesting
robot this year, and report that it damaged less than 6 percent of its haul by
inadvertently removing their stems
(though these stem-less apples still may
be sold by some retailers).
Running the machine at half speed
saw it identify, pick and deposit an apple every 12.6 seconds, while streamlining the pick-and-drop process saw
this reduced to around 9 seconds.
Ultimately, running the robot at full
capacity cut this harvesting time to
seven seconds per apple.

per bearing acre, according to the 2019
Virginia Commercial Grape Report
issued in April 2020.
The same report indicated that
for the five years ending in 2019, approximately 80 percent of all grapes
grown in Virginia were of the Vinifera
varieties; the amounts ranged from
78 percent in 2015 and 2016 up to 82
percent in 2018.
Hybrid grape varieties accounted
for about 14-15 percent of all vineyard
acreage from 2015-19, while American
vines accounted for the remainder of
the acreage.
The Eastern Shore counties of
Accomack and Northampton form a
distinct American Viticultural Area
in Virginia.
According to the association, the
AVA in the Virginia section of the Delmarva “is a grape-growing region that
is defined by its geographic features
which affect the type and style of the
wine it produces. Wineries in the area
can identify themselves as being in
the AVA if their wines are made from
a minimum of 85 percent of grapes
grown in the area. ... The area is defined
by the Chesapeake Bay on one side and
the ocean on the other. It benefits from
breezes from the bay and the sandy soil
of the area.”
One of the grape farmers in this
AVA in the Delmarva is Chatham
Vineyards on Church Creek. It includes
21 acres of French Vinifera grapes in
Northampton County, Va.
According to owner Jon Wehner, 80
tons of grapes are produced annually at
this farm; the value of the grape harvest
is about $250,000 annually.
He said that 75 percent of the grapes

were used at the winery, with 25 percent sold to others.
“Retail sales [have been] 85% direct
to consumer, 15-percent wholesale,”
said Wehner. “2020 sales were up 25
percent, we continue to see strong sales
for 2021.”
“Weather, labor and operating costs
emerged as key themes/challenges in
the 2017 assessment,” according to
the 2019 Virginia Commercial Grape
Report. Wehner concurred that “weather is the number one factor in grape
production.”
The report last year indicated that
those challenges are expected to persist
into 2020, although “labor appears to
quickly be taking priority over climate.”
Growth, while limited in Virginia’s Eastern Shore of the Delmarva,
is likely to continue throughout the
Commonwealth.
“Overall, many producers perceive
the Virginia Wine market as still relatively young/developing and have a
largely optimistic outlook regarding
its future, according to the Market
Outlook section of the 2019 Virginia
Commercial Grape Report. “Two in
three respondents indicated that the
industry’s ‘best days’ are still ahead of
it/are in the future, largely citing perceived gains in grape quality and development of more efficient production
practices. However, that’s not to say
that it will be one without challenges.
Whereas technology and viticulture
are seen as the keys to driving growth,
growers’ business acumen, most notably in marketing efforts, are seen as
critical in the market’s ability to sustain
that growth.”

Acres ...
Continued from Front Page

Stacey Hofmann, chief of community
relations at the Delaware Department
of Agriculture. “As of the 2017 Ag
Census, Delaware has five vineyards
actively in production that harvested
48 acres of grapes.
“The vineyards produce the grapes
predominantly for wine, sold on-site
direct to consumers in-person and
online, retail establishments, restaurants, and other markets, including the
Mid-Atlantic region.”
Grape vineyards cover a total of
190.75 acres in eight of the nine Delmarva counties on the Eastern Shore in
Maryland. According to the Maryland
Wineries Association, ground used
for grape production includes 12.5
acres in Caroline County, 32 acres in
Cecil County, 13.5 acres in Dorchester
County, 15 acres in Kent County, 87
acres in Queen Anne’s County, 12.25
acres in Talbot County, 14.5 acres
in Wicomico County, and 4 acres in
Worcester County.
“Based upon typical annual yields,
there would have been about 375-400
tons harvested in 2020,” said Kevin
Atticks, executive director of the
Maryland Wineries Association. “The
average 2019 price per ton for hybrid
grapes was $1,370, and $2,095 per ton
for vinifera grapes.” Atticks said that
almost all grapes are used directly by
growers in their own wineries or sold to
other Maryland wineries. Few grapes
are sold to out-of-state buyers.
Crow Vineyard & Winery is part
of the Crow Farm in Kennedyville,
Md. In 2020, grapes were harvested on
12.5 acres of the 365 acre family farm
that produces a variety of agricultural
products.
The harvest last year included 30
tons of eight varieties of grapes.
“We use all our grapes for our own
wine production,” said Judy Crow,
owner Crow Vineyard & Winery and
Crow Farm. “We make wine for a few
other local wineries, and sometimes
they purchase our grapes for their wine
production.”
Harvest Ridge Winery includes a
vineyard along the border of Delaware
and Maryland. “We planted 18 acres of
grapes in 2020,” said Daniel Watras,
vineyard manager at Harvest Ridge
Winery. “Our grape harvest in 2020
was 20.8 tons. We use all of our grapes
for wine production.”
Production was less than average in
2020, according to Watras. “COVID
made it hard to get materials on time,”
he said.
“In May we had a late frost hit us
pretty hard. Soon after, that we got hit
with herbicide drift which affected our

Be sure to ‘like’
The Delmarva Farmer
on Facebook!
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fruit set significantly,” he said. “We
also had an exceptionally wet year from
July through November which made it
hard to control late season pests, such
as downy mildew and spotted wing
drosophila.
“The downy hung around until October which we had never had in previous years. 2020 was a challenging year
all around. The fruit we did manage to
get was quality fruit.”
Both Delaware and Maryland leaders agreed with Watras that weather
and the COVID-19 Pandemic impacted
grape harvests last year. “There were
challenging weather conditions in 2020
that reduced yields,” said Atticks. “We
have all been impacted by the COVID
pandemic in one way or another,” said
Hoffman. “The wineries were affected
because of the restaurants being closed
and a decrease in agritourism due to
restrictions; however, people could still
purchase their favorite wines directly
or at retail locations. As we begin to
open back up and restrictions change,
we anticipate seeing tourism increase,
which will help Delaware vineyards.”
In Maryland, “COVID-19 impacted
grape growers in that finding labor,
and ensuring that existing labor could
operate safely in the pandemic, was a
serious consideration for everyone,”
said Atticks.
“For those grape growers who also
have wineries, the emergency order
shutdowns forced all them to adjust
their operations to more curbside pickups, deliveries, online sales, and shipping,” Attcks said. “Wineries moved to

outdoor only operations, offering bottle
sales and flights to socially distanced
patrons. Anecdotally, across the industry, this led to increase per customer
sales. And customers have shown a
loyalty to their state wineries, trying
to support local products as much as
possible.”
Despite the weather concerns that
almost all farmers deal with as well
as, hopefully, the temporary impacts
of the COVID-19 Pandemic, grape
farming is one segment of the agricultural industry poised for growth in the
coming years.
“We are adding an additional 4.5
acres of grapes in April and replanting 2 acres of a variety that has not
produced well for us in the past with
a proven variety for us,” said Watras.
“We are hoping to produce 33.5 tons
of grapes this year. I am sure we will
run into the same challenges as we
did with COVID, as we did last year.
Hopefully things will catch up. We can
only hope the weather cooperates with
us this year, but it has been increasingly
unpredictable.”
“The demand from state wineries
for quality Maryland-grown grapes
outpaces supply,” said Atticks. “Additionally, in 2018 the Maryland General
Assembly passed legislation to require
that all Class 4 wineries own (or have
under their control) at least 20 acres of
grapes or other fruit. If a winery is not
able to meet that threshold, they were
then required to ensure that at least 51%
of the ingredients used in production
were Maryland grown ingredients.
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This law goes into effect in 2023; as
a result, this has created increased demand for Maryland grown fruit.”
With that growth comes certain
difficulties. One of the issues affecting
many farmers is the difficulty in securing and retaining workers.
“We are making some purchases to
make our vineyard more mechanically
efficient as reliable labor is becoming
increasingly hard to find,” said Watras.
Beyond the labor market, Atticks
said that “…disease and pests are external forces that impact grape growers
every year. The Spotted Lanternfly,
found extensively in Pennsylvania
vineyards, is of great concern to all
grape growers for the incredible damage it can do to vineyards. It has been
sighted in some of the northernmost
counties, including Cecil. A quarantine was issued by the Maryland
Department of Agriculture in 2019 to
prevent the spread of the pest via plant,
construction and packing materials.”
Sustainability is important throughout the Delmarva. “Vineyard production keeps valuable agriculture land
in agriculture, and the wide range of
agricultural practices that can be employed in grape production means that
they can be a less intensive alternative
to other crops,” said Atticks. “The
Maryland Grape Growers Association
has encouraged…identifying opportunities for implementing new and
evolving sustainable practices. All
state grape growers are very conscious
of our position within the Chesapeake
Bay watershed.”
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Shade ...
Continued from Front Page

“We were sitting on a pool deck and
it was 115 degrees,” said Tilley. “It was
like an oven. I looked around the pool
deck and noticed there were no umbrellas. Then I looked off in the corner
and saw a shrub with people huddled
in its shade.”
Suddenly, an idea was born: combine plants and patio umbrellas to
provide greater shade, cooling, and
beautify spaces with the aesthetics of
flowering vines.
This idea gave rise to a complete reimagination of the old-fashioned patio
umbrella as The Living Umbrella, an
idea that would become the basis for his
venture, branded Living Canopies, Ltd.
Tilley and former student and
co-founder Nick Cloyd got to work
on the design and engineering for the
canopies.
A particularly innovative element of
their design for the Living Umbrellas
is the shade component, featuring a
flexible metal trellis on top of an umbrella canopy interlaced with living
plants and a solar-powered, automated
irrigation system.
Their preferred plant for the umbrella system is giant mandevilla, a
flowering vine native to the tropics of
Brazil that has been bred into multiple
varieties and flower colors. The canopy
is attached to lightweight fiberglass
arms and a heavy-duty aluminum
pole that is anchored to the patio with
a sand-filled base. Everything can be
shipped in one box and does not require
any tools to assemble.
The system features solar powered
irrigation for commercial customers,
who can simply add water to the tank
on a weekly basis, and the automated
system sends water to the canopy. The
residential system offers a more traditional form of automation, with a timer
that connects to a garden hose.
Tilley and Cloyd said they owe a lot
of their start-up success to the University of Maryland Innovation Gateway,
including the Office of Technology
Commercialization, the Maryland
Technology Enterprise Institute, as
well as DC I-Corps, a regional program co-sponsored by the University
of Maryland that is designed to fos-

Living Umbrella co-founder Nick Cloyd worked on the design and engineering for the canopies. A particularly innovative
element of their design for the Living Umbrellas is the shade component, featuring a flexible metal trellis on top of an umbrella
canopy interlaced with living plants and a solar-powered, automated irrigation system.
Photo by Edwin Remsberg

ter, grow, and nurture an innovation
ecosystem in the nation’s capital, the
nearby states of Maryland and Virginia, and the Mid-Atlantic region. They
added they also learned valuable skills
and found business mentors while
participating in the Bethesda Green’s
Innovation Lab.
Tilley’s company, Living Canopies
Ltd., was selected for participation in
the National Science Foundation’s national I-Corps cohort, which included
a $50,000 grant. That sent the company
to Houston, Texas, where they hit the
pavement, talking with over 100 different potential customers.
“It was a huge epiphany to me when
we did customer discovery,” Tilley
said. “The empathy map, trying to
understand what other people think
and feel and why - it was huge. Both
professionally and personally, I learned
a great deal from I-Corps.”
The customer discovery conducted
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during I-Corps also lead Tilley and
Cloyd to find progressive restaurant
owners like Vaso Volioti at Vaso’s
Kitchen in Alexandria, Va., and Jason
Miller at The Wine Kitchen in Frederick, Md., who were the first to buy
Living Umbrellas. Once restaurant
patrons began eating under the Living
Umbrellas at these restaurants, they
started calling Tilley to buy their own.
This lead them to focus on designing a
Living Umbrella that could be packed
in a box and shipped across the country.
Now, they have shipped their umbrellas
as far away as Hawaii.
The product has been through a few
different iterations along the way since
the initial model.
Over time, Tilley and Cloyd have
designed a more streamlined and
lightweight model. As they began going to trade shows and meeting with
landscape architects and garden center
owners who purchased the umbrellas,

Indoor ...
Continued from Page 2

Whole Foods Market, ShopRite, Baldor, Amazon Fresh and FreshDirect.
“The science, technology and innovation that underpin our platform
allows us to drive superior unit economics and scale up our business to
deliver on our mission of growing the
best plants possible for the betterment
of humanity,” said David Rosenberg,
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer of AeroFarms. “Our customers love
our leafy greens, which consistently
win on quality, flavor, taste and texture.
“We are excited to break ground
on our new farm, expand our retail

they received valuable customer feedback.
Tilley’s team continues to experiment with different umbrella designs,
as well as new plants to create flowering canopies.
They made a game-changing breakthrough when they brokered a deal with
Sam’s Club, a national retailer owned
by Walmart. The Living Umbrellas are
now available in select stores across
the region, and Tilley hopes that will
expand to other parts of the country.
“The path of a first-time entrepreneur is like riding a roller coaster
during a marathon; there are ups and
downs, quick turns, and a few loops
that you have to overcome for a long
period of time,” Tilley said about
their multi-year journey. “It takes persistence, quick learning, and a love for
constantly meeting new people to make
it. Great mentors and an ecosystem of
support are also helpful.”
presence in the region and bring our
exceptional, great tasting products to
more customers.”
Rosenberg conti nued, “Danville-Pittsylvania County is the perfect
location to introduce our next-generation Model 5 farm that will be able to
serve the more than 1,000 food retailers
in the region.
“ Our new farm will deepen our
established retailer partnerships even
further and make our sustainably
grown, pesticide-free and always fresh
leafy greens available throughout the
Mid-Atlantic region, while also creating high-quality jobs in the area. This
new facility represents an inflection
point in our growth trajectory as we
scale our technology and expand our
retail distribution footprint and customer reach.”
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Clubhouse debuts
A new social media app has taken
the world by storm over the last
three to six months. Meet Clubhouse.
Clubhouse is very different than
other social media platforms, but in
other respects it harkens back to the
days of old-fashioned party-lines and
CB or ham radios.
Basically, Clubhouse is an
audio-only tool. You scroll various
topics and groups and can then enter
a chat room with a host(s) and listen
to conversations.

GREEN
MARKETING
By KATHY JENTZ
You can raise a hand and be invited to speak as well.
Sometimes a host will recognize

you and bring you up to the co-host
or panelist level.
This audio-only format is ideal
for those doing tasks that require
their physical presence, but not their
full attention.
This means you can participate
while picking and shelling peas,
folding the laundry, taking a long
drive, etc.
It is also being adapted by people
with visual impairments, who find
other social media platforms use of
text and images to be a communica-

tions barrier.
In my initial use of it, I have been
drawn to fellow soloprenuers, marketers, and communicators.
The amount of chat rooms
focused on podcasting-related is
mind-boggling.
There are also a lot of shady
operators on this new platform and it
is helpful to look up a profile and see
their other online postings and Goo-

cicada numbers are high/danger is
imminent, since the netting may
confine the new growth and may
cause long-term branch distortion.
Make sure high numbers of
cicadas are actually present before
netting in order to substantiate any
associated risks.
Also, do not tightly pull the
netting over the tree canopy; instead
lightly drape it so it does not constrict the canopy (and thus restrict
new growth). .
Reemay is a spun-bonded polyester blanket (“floating row covers”)
that allows light and water through

to the plant, while keeping out insects (as well as providing shade).
Although not aesthetically acceptable to some businesses it has been
used in a pinch to protect trees.
However, floating row covers
also carry the risk of distorting new
growth — plus they can restrict air
movement within the canopy, possibly promoting disease due to the
moist environment.
On top of this they block sunlight
for a few weeks and can rub tender

See JENTZ
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Don’t underestimate threats from cicadas

Q. I’m an old-timer who has been
around the block a few times. I used
to own a nursery and lived through
more than one 17-year cicada attack.
I don’t read much about the coming of these creatures that warns
nurserymen to cover their young
trees. These critters can really cause
damage and destroy the shape of
the trees, especially young trees…
if you’re lucky that the trees aren’t
killed!. I was lucky one year to have
a neighbor who grew strawberries,
and had covered his fields with Reemay to force early berries. He let me
have the Reemay after he uncovered
his field, and I used it to cover my
small trees. Some of the cicadas still
got under the Reemay, but it worked.
I used it and recommend it, especially if netting is sold out when the
buggers come. I thought you might
like to share this with the paper.
(G.J., Central Md.)

By DEBORAH SMITH FIOLA
ability will not be overwhelmed with
egg-laying females this spring.
Nurseries planted on 2004
farmed/cropped fields fit into this
category.
Remember, however, that adult
females fly in a mile or so from
surrounding areas, so young trees
and newly transplanted landscape
trees may need to be protected if
they’re located near a forest (or near
landscapes with a past history of
periodical cicadas).
The irony is, that while cicadas
can be plentiful in one area, there
may be very few a mile or so away.
Back in 1987, during the previous cicada outbreak, Dr. Henry
Hogmire, a fruit tree researcher at
West Virginia University, found
that covering susceptible apple trees
with nylon netting (not standard bird
netting) protected them much better
from cicada egg-laying damage than
spraying trees with an insecticide.
He then carried out a study to
determine the best type of netting to
protect young trees. His results discovered that the color of the netting
did not matter, but the size of the
holes did.
Netting trees with one inch or
larger holes did not deter cicadas any
better than no netting at all.
This means that bird netting is
too big — the holes are about one
inch square — allowing cicadas to
get in. The netting holes/mesh size
must be a half-inch or smaller in
order to deter the insects
Dr. Hogmire’s results also confirmed that it was also important to
completely cover trees with netting;
including gathering the lower end
of the netting and tying it to the tree
trunk in order to prevent cicadas
from crawling right up the trunk to
lay eggs.
Researchers in Ohio warn that
netting should only be used when

See FIOLA
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A. Thanks for sharing your experience! Now that the 17-year periodical cicadas are here, many readers
will see the wisdom of this.
The adult female cicadas do not
feed, but lay eggs preferably in small
branch growth (branches/twigs the
size of a pencil).
Twigs will die because the branch
is split when eggs are laid under the
thin bark. Young trees are the most
severely damaged because they have
more branches of this size preferred
for egg laying.
Trees that may be seriously
damaged include newly planted fruit
and ornamental trees such as apple/
crabapple, dogwood, peach/cherry/
Prunus, hickory, and pear. Many
other ornamental trees, particularly
maples, Amalanchier, basswood,
dogwood, elm, fringetree, hawthorn,
hop hornbeam, Katsuratree, mountain ash, oak, redbud, smoketree, and
sourwood are commonly attacked.
Trees with moderate to low susceptibility include birch, holly, hornbeam, Laburnum, and magnolia.
Conifers, including pine, cedar, and
others, are not commonly attacked.
If a site had no periodical cicada
problems back in 2004, it in all prob-

HORTICULTURAL
Q&A

MAN
O

(Editor’s note: Deborah Smith
Fiola operates Landscape IPM Enterprises in Frederick, Md.)

15601 Manor Rd, Monkton, MD 21111
410-771-4700 fax 410-771-8246 sales@manorview.com

www.manorview.com
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Fiola ...
Continued from Page 5

branch growth (potentially causing
wounds and damage).
  What about pesticides?
Research shows that insecticides
are not generally effective against
large, non-feeding periodical cicadas: Sprayed trees received 8- to-25percent more injuries from cicadas
than netting them.
Spraying not only may not give
you the desired level of protection,
it may also kill beneficial insects
important for keeping other pests in
check later in the season.

Jentz ...
Continued from Page 5

gle them to see who they are in “real
life,” before giving their opinions
any true weight.
What shouldn’t have surprised
me is how popular Clubhouse has
become with the agriculture and
farming communities.
There are topic rooms on everything from addressing food waste
issues to the best local places to get
your horses shoed. I sat in on a chat

Q. I held back (from sales) a
number of Lysimachia ‘Gold Globe’
because the foliage was off. I don’t
know if they had a disease or anything but the leaves were purplish.
Some of the purple leaves have dark
spotty blobs, as well. I’d still like to
sell these (and everything from my
greenhouse in this COVID market),
but can you suggest something to
green these up quickly? N fertilizer
hasn’t helped yet (and I really don’t
want to push more growth.) Thanks,
W.V., Southern Md.)
A. Golden Globe Loosestrife
(Lysimachia procumbens) is a great
spreading plant for hanging baskets
and ground covers.
Without seeing a photo, I can

only guess at your problem. With
that said, I’d suggest sending a photo
(or a number of good photos) to the
UMd Plant Diagnostic Lab (rane@
umd.edu) for analysis.
The most common diseases of
loosestrife are leaf spots and rust,
neither of which match your symptom description.
When I see purple tints on overall
foliage, I immediately think “nutrient disorder”, especially phosphorus
(P) deficiency.
P symptoms are first seen on
smaller foliage and veins, especially
the underside of leaves.
Test the media pH to see if it is
low (most Lysimachia species have
recommended pH range of 5.8 to
6.2), as P deficiency usually shows

up when the pH falls below 5.3.
The ‘Ideal’ pH for optimal P uptake in plants is 6.0 to 7.0.
Purple-tinged leaves/P deficiency
may possibly also be linked with
plant stress if under high sunlight
and if drying down (because of plant
size).
In the spring, cool weather can
also promote P deficiency symptoms.
The UMd lab can confirm this
and provide a specific solution.
Phosphorus is often supplied with
Monoammonium phosphate (MAP),
Mono Calcium Phosphate (21-percent P), superphosphate (0-20-0),

with fruit farmers about pesticide
use and regulations.
Clubhouse’s audio format seems
to bridge a gap for many who live or
work in isolated areas and this is becoming a great tool for connecting.
There is a tiny bit of a learning
curve when you first use it, but folks
are very friendly and open.
The key is to keep yourself on
mute and listen in to a few sessions
before jumping in to a conversation.
Once you get the hang of it and
join a few groups, you can start a
chat room topic yourself and maybe even initiate a group too to find
like-minded Clubhouse users.

Clubhouse is still technically in
BETA trial period and you need two
things to use it — an iPhone and an
invitation from a current Clubhouse
user.
In the future, it should expand
to Android phones and open up its
access to anyone who wants to join.
With these two big constraints on
it currently,
Clubhouse has created a frenzy of
folks waiting to get on it and indeed
encourages a club-like cliqueyness.
This does not sit well with some
critics.
Clubhouse’s exponential rise is
causing growth issues, but they are

being worked out and a new version
that addresses many of the initial
concerns was recently rolled out.
The platform is quickly evolving
and thought leaders are jumping
onboard with both feet.
I recommend you start an account
and ask around for an invite to join
the club.
You can find me there at @WDCgardener.
(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is
the editor/publisher of Washington
Gardener Magazine, the publication
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners.
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)

See FIOLA
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Save the Date and Make Plans to Attend
Maryland Nursery, Landscape and Greenhouse Association and UMD Extension

Greenhouse Field Day at
Catoctin Mountain Growers
July 8, 2021

Details to follow, online at mnlga.org

Fiola ...
Continued from Page 6

triple superphosphate (0-40-0 or
0-46-0) and others, with liquid forms
giving faster immediate action.
However, be sure to first check
with the lab for an exact diagnosis
before any applications to help the
plants right now.
(Disclaimer: The information
presented in this column serve as
guidelines only, and may contain
cultural and pesticide recommendations that are subject to change at
any time. Any pesticides mentioned
are recommended only if they are
registered with the Environmental
Protection Agency and the state
Department of Agriculture. It is the
pesticide applicator’s responsibility
by law to read and follow all label
directions for the specific product
being used. Due to constantly changing labels and product registrations,
if any information herein disagrees
with the label, the recommendations
must be disregarded. If a registration is changed or cancelled, any
products mentioned are no longer
recommended. Before you apply any
pesticide, fungicide, or herbicide,
check with your state or county
Extension agent for the latest information. The USER is responsible for
using products that are registered
for use on specific crops in their
own state, and for using products
according to label directions. If any
information presented in this column
is inconsistent with the product label,
follow the label instructions. Always
consult the product label for rates
and crops listed. The use of brand
names and any mention or listing of
commercial products or services in
this column does not imply endorsement by Landscape IPM Enterprises,
and absence of a labeled product
does not imply ineffectiveness nor
discrimination again0st similar
products or services not mentioned.
Landscape IPM Enterprises assumes
no liability from the use of these
recommendations.)

Food ...
Continued from Page 6

The study will focus on developing
and optimizing environmental growing
conditions so that research-based information can be disseminated on best
practices for micro farming.
Githinji will collaborate on the project with VSU researchers, Dr. Zelalem
Mersha and Dr. Toktam Taghavi, and
Cooperative Extension specialist, Dr.
Jayesh Samtani, at Virginia Tech.
The project addresses four key
NIFA priority areas identified in the
2018 Farm Bill: food security, sustainable agriculture, youth development
and obesity.
Githinji currently conducts a successful and popular 12-week Sustainable Urban Agriculture Certificate
Program at VSU, which began in 2017.
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Business Directory
1-800-634-5021

Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation

Business Directory
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

1-800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809

Specialists
Irrigation
since
1973!
SpecialistsininDrip
Drip
Irrigation
since
1973!

800-672-4700
800-672-4700

Ready to GROW and EXPAND your
operation? We’re here to help!

United We Stand with
America’s Farm Families

START
OFFWORKING
RIGHT
IS YOUR LENDER
AS HARD
We’re Here To Help When You Need Us.

3550 Chambersburg Road
3550 Chambersburg
Biglerville,
PA 17307 Road
Biglerville,
PA 17307
717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785

717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785
Check us out on the web
at www.trickl-eez.com
Check*Sprinkler
us out on the
web
at
www.trickl-eez.com
and Drip Irrigation*

*Sprinkler and Drip Irrigation*

FOR
OPERATION
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YOU DO?
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LOANS
with
aLAND
loan
from
FFB.
Give
Us AA @
Call888.398.4119
Us
Call
@ 888.398.4119
888.398.4119
Give UsGive
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Farmer Mac

Farmer Mac
Preferred
Lender
888.398.4119
www.ffb1.com
Approved
Lender FSA
Farmer
Mac
FSA
Preferred
Lender
www.ffb1.com
Farmer
Mac
Approved
Lender
Lender
888.398.4119
www.ffb1.com
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Preferred
Lender
www.ffb1.com
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USA
Gypsum®
Quality Products & Service
Since 1998

•Damp for lime / litter spreaders
•Granular for fertilizer spreaders
•Pelleted free flowing fast acting
•Bedding additive / conditioners
•Grip X anti-skid barn dry
•Organic Approved Products

Bags, Super sacks & bulk

717-335-0379 / Denver PA
www.usagypsum.com

American Farm

Need a new barn this spring?
Contact the lenders
with Fixed Rates!
Publications

Delmarva Farmer
New Jersey Farmer
Mid-Atantic Grower

Farmer Mac
Approved Lender
FSA Preferred Lender

888.398.4119 • www.ffb1.com
Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender

This space available!!
Call Emily and add
your information
here for only $40 per
month!!

Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809

Call Emily today and add your information here for only
American Farm
space available!!
$40 per month!! This
800-634-5021
Call Emily and add
Publications
emily@americanfarm.com
Delmarva Farmer

your information
here for only $40 per
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